
DELIAN LEAGUE TO ATHENIAN EMPIRE ESSAY

the Delian League was gradually transformed into an Athenian empire. This essay describes the transformation process,
how Athenians.

Imperialism in itself is generally seen as an act of state rather than as political corruption. I will now examine
these two claims of corruption in more detail. After the Persian war, Athens formed the Delian league in
association with several other cities which resided in and by the Aegean Sea. As the League progressed, more
and more cities became subject-states to the Athenians until Samos revolted in , leaving Lesbos and Chios as
the only free states. The change in the styles of leadership can be considered a major cause for the Delian
League becoming the Athenian Empire. So to did the nature of the alliances between Athens and the rest of
the Delian League. It was an indication that Athens was to be the hegemon and that the League was
undeviating. An Athenian general commanded every military expedition Roberts ,  Although in the beginning,
the Athenians did not aim for an empire, these events did however, depicts the starting point of the
transformation of League into an imperial power. Over time, more and more member states contributed money
rather than warships. The worsening relationship between Athens? Trials involving an Athenian had to be held
in Athens Lendering undated ; and foreign defendants in law cases were obliged to come to Athens
Hornblower ,  Persia won this battle, and this only encouraged the Greeks to unite further to defeat their
enemy In B. Both Aristides and Kimon supported a dual hegemony, Athens ruling the seas and Sparta ruling
the land and as they were elected into power it can be presumed that this was the accepted political ideology in
the Early days of the Delian League. Secondly, land and property confiscated after the defeat of rebel states
were often allocated to landless Athenian citizens as colonists in the defeated territory. They adopted the idea
of standardizedâ€¦ Words - Pages 2 Greece: Greece and Greece Introduction Greece Essay Doing Business in
Greece Introduction Greece is an extraordinary country rich in ancient civilization, famous for giving birth to
democracy! Aristides and Kimon both sat on the Athenian council which had power of veto over the allies
council. There is no evidence that Athens consulted other members of the League in suppressing rebellions
Waterfield ;  However this required funds. Kimon was glorified for his participation in the Battle of
Eurymedon against Persia, even though it amounted to very little. Eventually Persia was overthrown in one of
the most historic wars in history. It consisted of mainly coastal and Aegean sea city-states, and it was headed
by Athens. This is the point where the League began to lose its democracy and popularity as well; whereas
initially, membership was voluntary and democracy was upheld among member states Starr,  The
disadvantages of this League to the member states, however, outweighed the benefits. These officers received
the tribute, as the money contributed was called. The cities in the Delian league met at the Island of Delos and
were in treaty to protect against another Persian invasion. To expand the Athenian empire Pericles had to
strengthen it. After years of prosperity in art and literature, it abruptly came to an end when Athens and Sparta
decided to wage war on one another. As Athenian nationalism and imperialism grew, their relationship with
Sparta deteriorated. The presence in Athens of large numbers of slaves was a constant reminder that only
Athenian naval and military power stood between its citizens and a similar fate. Whilst this would probably be
regarded as corruption in modern times, it is doubtful whether it would have been regarded as corruption in
ancient times, given the common practice after a battle victory against a city of killing the men, consigning the
women and children to slavery and confiscating land and property. Although this meant that the League?
Athens used its power to threaten and coerce other member states into joining in the association. At the time,
Athens and Sparta were the two most powerful city-states in Greece and they both believed that they could not
be stopped by anyone or anything-- except for one another. Athens was put as the leader of the league due to
her naval superiority. Initially, the Greek allies were supposed to pay talents to the treasury, this had been
decided by Aristides, an Athenian politician. Athens then force the allies back into the League as tribute
paying subject allies. At there were only two types of members of the League; those contributing ships larger
states and those contributing money. An alliance of the city-states of Greece was needed in order to ensure
protection against foreign invaders such as Persia. The Delian League was an establishment formed in BC.
However they were soon contravened, so that Athens became an imperial state. Through these events, the
transformation from Delian League to Athenian Empire is made clear.


